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Chapter 9. Leadership in the Professional Learning Community 

No institution can survive if it needs geniuses or supermen to manage it. It must be organized to get along under a 

leadership of average human beings. 

—Peter Drucker 

We know that in too many schools and classrooms, instruction is a mere shadow of what it could be, especially with respect 
to critical reasoning. We also know that if teachers worked in productive, instructionally focused teams, we could indeed 
enter that “era of unprecedented effectiveness” that Marzano and others predict. But will most school leaders, our “average 
human beings” in Drucker's phrase, be able to grasp this opportunity? I believe they can, but only if we radically simplify 
and refocus the leaders' time and duties. 

My Favorite Case History 

The best article I've ever read on school leadership is Richard DuFour's “The Learning-Centered Principal” (2002). In it, the 
former principal, then superintendent of Adlai Stevenson High School, describes how he underwent a very deep and 
important change. In painful detail, DuFour outlines his efforts to take the traditional supervision model as far as it could 
go. He kept a grueling schedule of classroom observations, pre-conferences, and post-conferences—way beyond the legal 
requirements. Surely, he thought, this effort would result in increased achievement. 

DuFour was wrong. Odd as it may sound, he realized he was too focused on teaching, not enough on learning—on 
assessment results. As he puts it, he went from being an “instructional leader” to becoming a “learning leader,” something 
very different and—of utmost importance—much more within the reach of average leaders. He began to spend far less 
time observing and advising teachers in the role of expert and far more time discussing and supporting learning—short-
term assessment results—with his directors and teams of teachers. His time and attention were now refocused on simply 
monitoring and supporting success on common, formative assessments. DuFour came to the profound realization that 
teachers learn more from one another, working in teams, than from a single harried supervisor, running frenetically from 
teacher to teacher, giving advice. 

But he also learned that certain conditions had to exist for teachers to learn from one another: 

First, improved short-term (weekly, monthly, quarterly) and annual results were non-negotiable. To create a sense of 
urgency and goal-orientation (no easy thing in an affluent, already high-achieving setting), he collected data from 
comparably situated schools. The data revealed that his school's achievement levels, however high, didn't compare all that 
favorably with some of the best. Faculty members used this data to set measurable, time-bound improvement goals and to 
target specific areas of opportunity, where performance was lowest. 

The next step was pivotal. For every course in their curriculum, including electives, he had teachers carefully review state 
and district documents and then carefully select and teach only the most essential standards. Strict limits were set on the 
number of topics and concepts that could be taught in any course. They then built their own in-district, end-of-course, 
formative assessments around these selected standards. These internally created assessments guaranteed a viable 
curriculum and were aligned with state assessments and Advanced Placement and college entrance exams. 

He then created a schedule that allowed same-course teacher teams to meet two to three times a month, on a regular 
schedule, to prepare and improve their lessons together on the basis of results—from their common, formative 
assessments. 

All good, but one more procedure was necessary: DuFour or one of his directors met with teams on a regular basis simply 
to ask variations on the following questions:  

To what extent were students learning the intended outcomes of each course? and 

What steps can I take to give both students and teachers the time and support they need to improve learning? (2002, 

p. 13) 
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I contend that any leader in any school could establish and eventually master these same reasonable, time-efficient 
procedures. They would lead, almost immediately, to better teaching and to ever-improving levels of achievement. I would 
advocate that such simple practices and conditions become the new fundamentals of leadership—and that leaders be 
allowed to “stop doing” (one of Collins's mantras) most of what now diverts them from these powerful, commonsense 
procedures (Collins, 2001a). 

A Focus on Learning 

Notice in this simple scheme how a focus on learning, on assessment results, becomes the leverage for improvements in 
teaching, which is only as good as its impact on learning. When leadership is focused on results, on urging a formal, frequent 
review of the impact of instruction, teaching improves. Little and her colleagues speak to this (with classic understatement) 
when they observe that “the impulse to talk about teaching might have been better served by sustaining closer and longer 
attention to the available evidence of student learning” (Little et al., 2003, p. 191) (emphasis added). 

Through such results-oriented team efforts, Adlai Stevenson High School became a national and then world-class school—
rated at one point among the top 20 schools in the world (DuFour, 1995, p. 35). For more than a decade, the school enjoyed 
uninterrupted achievement gains, receiving an array of national and international awards—not for flashy programs but for 
academic achievements. 

Stevenson's rise to prominence actually speaks to two primary issues. First, that these new structures and practices are 
eminently reasonable, rational, and within reach of any school or leader. To succeed, we need to make this case to all parties 
carefully and patiently. 

Second, because these structures and practices run counter to the “awful inertia” of traditional supervision, large-scale 
progress may require unprecedented and unified support from districts and states. Such support will greatly increase the 
odds that our schools will reach their tipping point, a large-scale shift to instructional and supervisory practices that will 
transform schooling as we know it. 

Redefining Leadership: The Power of Simplicity and Economy 

In a study of successful school districts, Beyond Islands of Excellence, the Learning First Alliance found that large-scale 
improvement will elude us until we redefine leadership (Togneri, 2003). How? Along the same lines we have emphasized 
here: cutting through layers of complacence to acknowledge our manifold opportunities for better performance, and using 
ongoing assessment data to keep it real and to monitor progress. And—importantly—by replacing conventional 
professional development with regular times for self-managing teams to prepare and improve their lessons together. 

On this last point, the researchers were emphatic: these “island” school districts were successful—across socioeconomic 
lines—because leaders understood that effective teamwork is fundamental to success. It was important that these districts 
“worked on working together” (2003, p. 9). 

This approach makes leadership simpler. It is radically redirected from satisfying long lists of bureaucratic requirements to 
simply equipping and supporting teams at every level to solve problems and generate the small wins that mark and promote 
continuous improvement. 

Such simplicity may seem simplistic, but it is not. This leadership strategy is actually quite consistent with the team-focused 
“simplicity and diligence” and “simple plans” that Collins found to be the hallmark of effective organizations (2001a, p. 177). 
The most successful companies have always been distinguished by their “incredible simplicity” and “simple, simple, simple 
ideas” (2001a, pp. 94–95). Pfeffer and Sutton are similarly struck by the emphasis on “simplicity and common sense” in 
organizations that make teamwork their “core value” (2000, p. 56). Years ago, Tom Peters urged us to “stop rejecting the 
simple” (1987, p. 160). The best companies eliminated entire layers of management and supervision to unleash the 
untapped energy and expertise of “self-managing teams” (1987, p. 282). 

In leadership, as with curriculum, less is more. Effective leaders, writes Collins, “see what is essential and ignore the rest” 
(2001a, p. 91). He urges us to “focus on what is vital—and to eliminate all of the extraneous distractions . . . stop doing the 
senseless things that consume so much time and energy” (2001b, p. 104). Peter Drucker similarly admonishes us to 
recognize that  

the easiest and the greatest increases in productivity in knowledge work come from redefining the task 

and especially from eliminating what need not be done. (in DuFour & Eaker, 1998, p. 151) 

As Anthony Alvarado told Education Week, “When you have a very clear focus, you recognize what's important and 
all the other stuff becomes not important” (Bradley, 1993, p. 6). 

That “other stuff” is killing us. A new, more powerful conception of leadership begins with the recognition that we 
must eliminate the senseless things that now divert leaders' time and attention away from the two elements most 
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vital to school success: how we teach, which is best improved through focused teacher collaboration, and what we 
teach—in Marzano's words, “a guaranteed and viable curriculum.” 

Leadership Starts with a Commitment to a Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum 

Marzano's meta-analytic studies formalized the colossal importance of a guaranteed and viable curriculum. But it is 
pure common sense that more students will learn in schools where leaders monitor what gets taught—to ensure that 
every student has roughly the same opportunities to read and write and to learn essential standards. 

A common, high-quality curriculum is just as important to the team itself. Without it, team members lack a shared 
focus; they can't even work together effectively. Leaders must arrange for teacher teams to map out a common 
schedule for teaching the standards they themselves select to teach in each course. We've seen that this team 
scheduling is essential to success (Marzano, 2003; Haycock, 2005). In a moment, we'll see simple, practical ways by 
which both leaders and teachers can ensure that these standards are actually taught (the real challenge). 

It doesn't matter what we call this work or its final product—a “curriculum map” or a “pacing guide.” But it must 
reflect serious attention (not lockstep conformity) to the best state-assessed standards and to intellectual 
engagement—to the power standards at the upper end of Bloom's taxonomy. 

At Adlai Stevenson High School, leaders call this foundational work the “Curriculum Development Process” (DuFour & 
Eaker, 1998, p. 166). To complete it, administrators should grant primary responsibility—leadership—to teams and 
departments themselves to select and map only the most essential standards to be taught in any course (it is always 
smart to put fairly strict, numerical limits on the number of major concepts and standards taught, by course). These 
maps might then be reviewed by resident experts to ensure their “viability”—their attention to only the most 
important learning outcomes—and their alignment with state assessments. 

But these efforts aren't enough. Despite the many workshops now offered on curriculum mapping, my most recent 
classroom tours and teacher interviews confirm that in most cases instruction still does not match the most viable 
standards. We have to monitor. 

The Courage to Monitor 

Decades ago, Dan Lortie wrote that “the monitoring of effective instruction is the heart of effective instruction” (1975, 
p. 41). I believe we won't have a guaranteed and viable curriculum until principals or teacher leaders begin to meet 
with teacher teams by month or quarter to review and discuss evidence of what is actually being taught. 

Robert Marzano recommends the same kind of administrative review (2003, p. 31), and Richard and Rebecca DuFour 
conducted them for years. These reviews provide an occasion for teams to demonstrate that the essential, agreed-
upon learning outcomes are being taught—and how successfully—per the results on common, formative assessments. 
They also provide an opportunity for teams to reflect on results, discuss problems, and ask for support from the leader 
or administrator on a frequent, timely basis. 

Does it even need to be said that there is simply no substitute for such regular reviews, focused on teaching and its 
impact, between teachers and leaders? In many schools, such reviews would have more impact than all the initiatives 
we have ever launched, combined. 

But such reviews violate everything that has been so private and protected over the decades—the “don't ask, don't 
tell” culture, which still pretends that we provide a coherent curriculum when we clearly don't (though there are signs 
of modest progress). Courage and commitment are essential here because the stakes are so high: the absence of a 
guaranteed and viable curriculum will doom any improvement effort. 

Until such reviews (or some tough-minded equivalent) become as common as school desks, there is no sense in 
expecting serious improvements in teaching and learning. 

The Power of the Quarterly Curriculum Review 

For leaders to be effective, we have to make it less difficult for them to ask for evidence that essential standards are 
being taught, for evidence of how many students are learning those standards. The following forms of evidence would 
facilitate effective quarterly curriculum reviews. Such evidence would make the reviews meaningful and provide an 
incomparable, ongoing education for leaders themselves.  

 Periodic or formative assessments—with results achieved. (For example, 77 percent of students succeeded 
on this essay, science project, unit test, or quarterly assessment, which assessed specific designated 
standards.)  
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 Grade books—with evidence that essential standards are being taught, and the number of students who are 
succeeding on these standards. (Explicitly including this information may require that grade book columns 
be more clearly labeled.)  

 Team Lesson Logs or Learning Logs—with brief descriptions of lessons, units, and assessments being built 
and refined by teams—along with assessment results.  

 Student work—for example, scored samples from key assignments. These samples provide incomparable, 
ongoing opportunities for leaders to learn—to understand and support instruction and assessment.  

These reviews don't have to be time-consuming, or unpleasant. Nor do they have to be perfect. Good-faith attempts, 
by the average administrator, will send a strong message and have a serious impact on curricular quality and 
consistency. The effects will be especially strong if leaders themselves work in teams—using the same brainstorming 
and problem-solving strategies as teachers—to help one another become better at conducting these important 
reviews. 

I have some firsthand experience here. Years ago, in one middle school where I taught, the principal met regularly 
with each teacher to conduct such a review. We were asked to bring our grade books. We English teachers brought 
one rubric-scored sample of student writing for each written assignment—with the student's rough draft. In these 15-
minute meetings, the principal could see, in mere moments, the nature and number of our reading and writing 
assignments. She asked us fairly tame questions, such as: “Tell me about this assignment; how did it go?” “What 
elements of the rubric are kids struggling with, and how do we intend to improve in those areas?” These chats were 
short but exceedingly powerful. Unfortunately, most teachers will never have these types of regular conversations 
with their supervisors. 

In addition, our principal made only occasional, brief visits to our classrooms. Within minutes, she could see if we were 
teaching to the agreed-upon curriculum. I can guarantee you that these very reasonable, time-efficient routines, in 
combination, had a powerful influence on the quality of our teaching and ensured a “guaranteed and viable 
curriculum” for students at the school. And it was obvious that the principal herself learned invaluable things at these 
meetings. 

Any conscientious leader could be trained to conduct these reviews. This experience was decades ago; in a 
professional learning community, she might have conducted these reviews by team and saved even more time while 
giving us a chance to learn from each other. She might have met with individuals only if there were a problem or need. 
Department heads or directors might conduct these reviews, as they do at Adlai Stevenson High School and the 
Glendale Union High School District in Arizona (Schmoker, 2001b). In Johnson City, New York, the math department 
head at one high school, Dan Hendery, met with his teachers quarterly to review common assessment results. As a 
consequence of these simple meetings, the passing rate on the New York Regents exam increased from 47 percent to 
93 percent—in a single year. No new program, no strategic plan brought these results, just leadership focused on 
common curriculum taught on a common schedule, guided by formative assessment results (Schmoker, 1999, p. 96). 

At Boone's Mill Elementary School in Virginia, Principal Rebecca DuFour began to conduct such curriculum and 
assessment reviews with each team just four times a year, for an hour at a time. Teachers brought lists of essential 
standards they had taught that quarter, along with common team-made formative assessments and that quarter's 
results. They talked about these results, about samples of student work, and about what they would do to get better 
results on these assessments the next quarter. During a three-year period, the number of students succeeding at the 
highest levels on state assessments (given at two grade levels) tripled in one grade and doubled in the other. The 
percentage of students scoring in the top quartile on state-mandated norm-referenced tests increased from 27 
percent to 50 percent (DuFour et al., 2004, p. 162). 

At Adlai Stevenson High School, Rick DuFour met with teams or with his directors, who conducted these reviews with 
the teams themselves. The teacher teams came to these meetings with results from the common assessments they 
administered—given six to eight times per year in every course. DuFour told me that these assessments were the most 
time-efficient, precise way to monitor whether a consistent, viable curriculum was being taught. The directors also 
shared each team's evaluation of these results and their plans for improving performance in low-performing areas. 

Eventually, DuFour and his directors found it helpful to review a breakdown of each team's major assignments along 
with the respective weight of the assignments in students' overall grades. Teams had to explain and justify their 
assignments and exams to ensure the right mix of objective testing and assessments of writing and higher-order 
reasoning. 

The teams also reviewed grade-distribution data and failure rates, which allowed teachers to compare their success 
rates (anonymously) with those of their colleagues. This practice was invaluable. In a context where teachers shared 
common curriculum and assessments, this review reduced failures and helped teachers aspire to the highest rates on 
the team. On occasion, teams would group-score key projects and written assignments to stay sharp and ensure high, 
consistent standards. 
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Although fairly standard practice in other professions, such teamwork is radical stuff for educators. But as Lortie noted 
long ago, “The monitoring of effective instruction is the heart of effective instruction” (1975, p. 41). We must be willing 
to conduct such reviews in light of the immediate and positive impact such commonsense procedures would have on 
teaching quality and curriculum coherence. 

How Do We Get There? Making the Case and Conducting Dialogue 

As sensible and effective as such team structures and periodic reviews may be, they run right up against a culture that 
believes that monitoring isn't essential, that real professionals are best left alone. To establish new understandings 
and actions, we have to engage educators in dialogue as we share and consider the powerful, compelling case for 
these new team structures and leadership practices. If we lose our nerve here, we are only pretending to be serious 
about improvement. 

We have to own up to the fact that we have often asked teachers, without much explanation or warning, to attend 
training sessions and commit to any number of feckless, unproven initiatives over the decades. Too many leaders were 
encouraged to view their “districts and schools as Christmas trees” and the “various education fads as ornaments” 
(Eaker, 2002, p. 27). The irony is that those who don't “buy in” are pejoratively labeled “resisters”—when they are 
only resisting initiatives that we had no business importing in the first place. 

This time we have to do it differently. Leaders need to make a thorough, evidence-based case for effective instruction, 
for monitoring to ensure high-quality curriculum in every classroom. We have to lay out the incontrovertible evidence 
that shows that teachers are always more effective when they work in disciplined teams. We need to make this case 
and then allow for dialogue—for people to inquire and express reasonable disagreement as we work toward informed 
agreements and commitments to action. 

In making this transition, DuFour had great success using a fairly formal dialogue process (which I've since had great 
success using; see the agreements in Appendix C). By all but eliminating after-school meetings, DuFour was allowed 
to meet with teachers in small groups during planning periods or lunch. Their dialogue began with DuFour  

 Making the case for a change or initiative (for example, adopting fundamental elements of professional 
learning communities such as a common curriculum, teamwork, and common assessments).  

 Providing reasoning, evidence, and concrete examples that argue for adopting the change (would that we 
had made this a requirement for adopting initiatives long ago).  

 Acknowledging areas of uncertainty where teachers are invited to help the leader achieve clarity or solutions.  

 Inviting others to question the leader's assumptions and conclusions.  

Similarly formal processes were followed to allow the parties to thoroughly inquire and understand one another's 
thinking, for expressing disagreement, and for suggesting alternatives. But all dialogue was conducted with an 
emphasis on reason and evidence as the basis for reaching concrete, written agreements. 

Importantly, administrators benefited greatly from hearing disagreements and alternatives to some of their ideas. Just 
as important, it was through this dialogue that the team formalized some crucial assurances for teachers:  

 The professional learning community process will not require me to work beyond my contractual day.  

 Results from common assessments will not be used in my evaluation in a punitive way.  

 Results from common assessments will not be shared with others.  

 I will be able to retain much of my individual autonomy in terms of instructional strategies and teaching style.  

With these written agreements in place, the following commitments could now be made in an atmosphere of trust 
(adapted from DuFour, 2005 and personal communication with Richard Dufour, July 15, 2005):  

 Students will have the benefit of educators who work collaboratively to  

 Ensure a common curriculum.  

 Seek out and refine practices that have the most positive impact on student achievement.  

 Student work will be judged according to the same essential criteria across the department.  

 Students will be provided with examples of quality work to help them learn and self-evaluate.  

If any of these commitments were violated, the parties had the written documents as a recourse. These agreements 
served both teachers and administrators exceedingly well as Stevenson made its impressive march toward excellence. 
At Boone's Mill Elementary School, Principal Rebecca DuFour initiated such dialogue and discipline to establish the 
conditions for rapid, across-the-board achievement gains. 
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Such is the stuff of a culture of discipline. And these efforts illustrate the investment required for vastly better schools. 

When Reason Becomes the Arbiter of Action 

These processes served DuFour and Stevenson High School exceedingly well. Rick shared with me that almost without 
exception, these formal dialogue processes overwhelmingly favored the adoption of effective practices and the 
rejection of ineffective, current practices (the flimsy rationale for which becomes apparent in such discussions, 
especially when they are posted and in writing). 

With the clear need for change amply supported by good sense, research, and examples of successful schools, we are 
asking schools to adopt elements like the following:  

 A coherent curriculum, with the responsibility to teach fewer standards (while teaching them better and in 
more depth).  

 A renewed commitment to teaching critical thinking and literacy—at the upper ends of Bloom's taxonomy 
that we claim, rightly, to revere.  

 Evidence that most lessons contain the elements essential to success.  

 Periodic classroom tours, predominantly intended to identify and report back to the faculty on schoolwide 
patterns of strength and weakness.  

There is a clear, urgent need for such reasonable expectations to be adopted and put in writing. Dialogue, at every 
level, would surely advance this goal. If school leaders joined these expectations with immediate efforts to identify 
and celebrate every in-house, team-based success, any school or district could build trust, credibility, and momentum 
that would be hard to resist. 

To put the need in perspective: we would be properly outraged if administrators routinely failed to show up for 
appointments with parents, or if most teachers frequently arrived at class 10 or 15 minutes late. But we tolerate 
practices that are at least as irrational—and egregious—when we fail to monitor or ensure effective instruction or a 
coherent curriculum that includes plenty of purposeful reading, writing, and critical thinking. We need to openly 
discuss and reckon with our historic inattention to such essential standards and practices. We don't tolerate doctors 
who fail to wash their hands before surgery. It is time for the education professions to develop a healthy amount of 
what Roland Barth calls “moral outrage at ineffective practices” (2002, p. 10). 

Among leadership's most ineffective practices is teacher and administrative evaluation. 

Teacher Evaluation: Nowhere to Go But Up 

Teaching, despite its decisive and enduring impact on student learning, isn't meaningfully monitored or evaluated 
(Tucker & Stronge, 2005; Marshall, 2005). As Douglas Reeves and others have helped us see, the evaluation of 
administrators is equally as superficial (Reeves, 2002b). Evaluation seldom challenges the “prevailing norms of non-
interference, privacy, and harmony” that prevent instructional improvement (Little et al., 2003, p. 187). 

All of this should alarm us. In any profession, evaluation is an indispensable management tool—a critical component 
of quality control. In education, evaluation is currently a shambles. As Kim Marshall argues conclusively, the tradition 
of evaluating teachers on the basis of one or two observations is a farce. It constitutes “ridiculously thin supervision 
of the school's most important employees” (2005, p. 728). Even the least effective teacher can put a passable lesson 
together once or twice a year to satisfy an evaluator. But learning, as Marshall points out, depends on the quality of 
the other “99.7 percent of the time”—for which we lack even the most indirect evidence of good or poor performance. 

The mind reels at how we allowed this essential management tool to devolve into irrelevance, with dismaying 
consequences for students and the teaching profession alike. 

We are what we evaluate. What if teacher and administrative evaluation were recast around the fundamentals we've 
described? What if we assembled, in the most time-efficient fashion possible, satisfactory evidence that teachers are 
indeed  

 Teaching, year-round, to a viable, agreed-upon curriculum that includes plenty of reading, writing, and 
critical reasoning.  

 Working in teams to produce ever-improving, short-term assessment results.  

We would have a revolution in the making. 
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Evaluation Owned by Teacher Teams 

Both of these dimensions of performance could be evaluated via the curriculum review meetings just described. If 
teachers felt that their evaluations were unfair, an appeal process would not only be allowed but encouraged, as 
teachers sought clearer and more efficient ways to demonstrate—with grade books, assessments, and student work—
that they were indeed teaching agreed-upon standards and producing effective lessons and assessment results with 
their colleagues. Remember that, unlike the often time-gobbling, questionable requirements of many career ladder 
programs, these practices would have an immediate and direct effect on achievement gains. 

The case for linking some portion of evaluation to evidence of continuous attention to quality curriculum and effective 
practice is gaining ground. Kim Marshall advocates such a model—one that is “owned by teacher teams” (2005, p. 
732). Teachers would be evaluated on work they do with colleagues—creating, assessing, and adjusting their 
instruction, in cycles, using “common interim assessments” that reflect attention to essential state standards (p. 733). 
He advocates that we evaluate teachers on the basis of their willingness to answer questions such as  

What percentage of students scored at the advanced, basic, or below-basic levels? In which areas did 

students do best, and where were they confused or unsuccessful? What is our strategy for addressing the 

weakest areas and helping students who are struggling? (p. 733). 

This approach doesn't require that we rush toward one-dimensional, test-based evaluation. It does require that we 
look hard at evidence that teachers are making good-faith efforts to work with their colleagues to improve 
performance on formative assessments that conform to an agreed-upon curriculum—all very reasonable stuff. 

We need to build on existing pilot projects like those described in Tucker and Stronge's Linking Teacher Evaluation and 
Student Learning. Teachers are embracing these models, some of which are now paying off richly. Consider the 
Thompson school district in Loveland, Colorado, where the new evaluation system has resulted in the highest 
academic growth among Colorado's 176 school districts (Tucker & Stronge, 2005, p. 52). 

We should be studying such districts closely: Thompson's evaluation criteria are right in line with the fundamentals I 
have described. The evaluation requires evidence of consistent (versus one-shot) attention to effective instruction; 
multiple, unannounced visits must reveal that lessons have a clear “initial focus . . . guided and independent practice, 
monitoring of instruction . . . formative and summative assessment.” The “professional . . . analyzes the results of 
instruction and modifies instruction accordingly.” And all teaching must be “consistent with state standards” and “the 
adopted curriculum” (Tucker & Stronge, 2005, p. 45). 

These emphases, combined with higher levels of purposeful collaboration, have resulted not only in sizeable 
achievement gains but also in higher levels of teacher satisfaction and “a feeling of professionalism” (p. 50). Which 
brings us, almost naturally, to the more controversial issue of teacher compensation. 

Leveraging Teacher Pay 

Sure, but there isn't a word here about the incentives and punishments needed to make teachers and schools want 

to have results! 

—Peter Drucker, commenting on Results, the Key to Continuous School Improvement 

If teacher evaluation can be productively linked to better teacher performance and achievement gains—as it so evidently 
has in places such as Loveland, Colorado—then it is no great leap to consider that teacher evaluation linked to 
compensation would also lead to gains in achievement. Denver schools are a case in point. After a pilot project there, 
teachers union members approved a compensation system that includes incentives based on student growth and teacher 
evaluations (Jupp, 2005, p. 11). 

According to Robert Gordon, John Kerry's education adviser, failure to restructure teacher compensation only postpones 
improvement:  

Strengthening teaching requires changes to the pay system and school culture that abet mediocrity . . . across the 

board pay hikes reinforce the irrelevance of achievement. (2005, p. 26) 

Once again, like so many features of the current system, teacher compensation structures only reinforce the irrelevance 
of achievement. I'm sad to say that many merit-based or career ladder systems fall short. They keep teachers very busy 
but steer clear of monitoring authentic evidence of consistently delivered coherent curriculum and effective teaching. We 
could greatly accelerate efforts to improve schooling by moving to a compensation system that productively, if imperfectly, 
links pay to performance. Such schemes will never be perfect, but, as Collins stresses, this approach is “basically reasonable 
and rational” (2001a, p. 49). 

The current system is neither reasonable nor rational. It allows the least effective tenured teacher in the district to earn 
two to three times as much as the most-effective—but new—teacher. 
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At the very least, annual raises could be made contingent on meeting the most obvious and powerful professional 
standards that we wrongly presume are now being met—namely, teaching a guaranteed and viable curriculum as a 
contributing member of a team working to improve instruction on the basis of formative assessment results. The new 
system could be that simple. Or it might include an incentive for exceptional contributions or exceptional results. Such 
simple changes would inject a much-needed dose of professionalism into teaching and the status of teachers. 

Allen Odden is well-known for his excellent research in the area of performance pay for teachers; his work has been 
generously praised by leaders of both the National Education Association and the American Federation of Teachers (Odden 
& Kelley, 2002). Like so many studies we've mentioned here, his research points to the unavoidable fact that “improved 
classroom instruction is the prime factor to produce student achievement gains” (Odden & Wallace, 2003, p. 64). His 
studies also show that connecting teacher pay to performance could be one of the most powerful levers for promoting 
better classroom instruction, higher student achievement and, of vital importance, higher overall levels of compensation. 

In “Leveraging Teacher Pay,” Odden and Wallace point out that rewarding teachers for longevity and education units is 
simply “not linked to student achievement gains” (p. 64). On the other hand, research reveals that if we linked 
compensation to evaluation, achievement would “rise dramatically,” and the achievement gap would shrink. Such 
compensation schemes force the system to take crucial elements more seriously: recruitment, selection, and teacher 
evaluation. And, to provide further incentive for change, existing experiments indicate that these forms of compensation 
lead to higher overall levels of pay for teachers. 

Michael Fullan argues that educators, like other professionals, should not be afraid to enter the “quid pro quo world of 
delivering results to secure more resources” (2005, p. 35). Money talks. Linking compensation to evaluation would send a 
ringing message throughout the system: Because coherent curriculum and effective instruction are so manifestly vital to 
our children and their futures, these practices will be meaningfully evaluated—and rewarded. Schools will no longer wink 
at shoddy practice and curricular chaos while students' lives hang in the balance. This linkage would demonstrate, to 
teachers new or veteran, to governments and communities, that public education has acquired a higher level of 
competence and integrity. The price for this is oversight—and a willingness to make much-needed changes to how we 
evaluate and compensate teachers. 

If we're smart, we'll make administrative evaluation an extension of teacher evaluation. 

Leadership Evaluation: Wired for Failure 

Here, too, there is nowhere to go but up. An excellent, practical, and forthright treatment of leadership evaluation is 
Douglas Reeves's Assessing Educational Leaders. In this book, he describes the “generally deplorable state” of leadership 
evaluation forms, which often resemble the state and district improvement templates from which they derive (Reeves, 
2002a). These templates overflow with long, meaningless lists of ambiguously worded actions and objectives. 

Wired for failure, these forms wreak havoc with clarity and focused action. If irrelevant activities count toward high marks 
on leadership evaluations, then leadership will be irrelevant. Reeves cites, for instance, an evaluation that asks principals 
to provide evidence that teachers are incorporating technology into instruction. Could anything be more ambiguous, more 
apt to promote token trainings or the most arbitrary use of technology—or (we've all seen plenty of this) misguided 
purchases of technology? (Collins calls this mindless enchantment with technology “the technology trap”; see 2001a, p. 
154.) There may be great possibilities for improving instruction through the judicious, experimental use of technology. But 
I have yet to see a single technology objective linked tightly to assessment or based on achieved results, in language that 
requires leaders or practitioners to gauge the actual impact of specific lessons that incorporate technology. The point here 
is that we sanction thoughtless action when we build such requirements into leadership evaluations. 

Reeves cites another evaluation template that requires principals to “participate in professional development activities.” 
What does this mean? As Reeves points out, “my 4th grader's hamster can participate in professional development 
activities” (2002a, pp. 5–6). 

This requirement tempts administrators to simply “meet” the objective by listing the presentations or conferences they 
have attended—irrespective of their impact on coherent curriculum or effective instruction. Forgive me, but I'm struck by 
how some administrators spend precious days attending conferences, year after year, without ever implementing what 
they learn at conferences they have already attended—without taking action to ensure more effective instruction or a 
guaranteed curriculum. Our leadership evaluations inadvertently encourage this. 

Minimalist Leadership: Evaluate Only What Matters 

Leadership evaluation doesn't have to be meaningless or time-consuming. It should be among our most vital, high-leverage 
tools for promoting improvement. It should reinforce and extend the same emphases found in the kind of teacher 
evaluation and team curriculum and assessment reviews already described. 
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For evaluation purposes, principals should be expected to document that teams at their schools have analyzed annual 
achievement data to set one or two measurable subject-area goals and to formally identify the lowest-scoring areas within 
those subject areas—where teams will concentrate their efforts (Schmoker, 1999, 2001a; Marshall, 2005). 

Principals should then be able to document that each team has constructed a curriculum or standards map containing only 
the most essential learning outcomes for every course, and that each map is truly guiding instruction. Checklists and notes 
from monthly or quarterly curriculum and assessment reviews would be useful here. 

Then principals need to look at evidence that teams are crafting and improving lessons and units together, adjusting their 
instruction on the basis of formative assessment results. 

Leaders could document and share easy-to-gather evidence such as the following: 

 Schedules for when teacher teams meet (and some indication of attendance at team meetings).  

 Protocols and team norms that ensure that team meetings are productive—and time-efficient (one example—
Effective Time-Efficient Meetings—can be found on pp. 119–20 in Schmoker, 1999).  

 Team lesson or unit logs that help leaders to quickly and easily monitor and document information about teams 
and their progress, in mere minutes (these are indispensable to productive team meetings) (Schmoker, 2001b, 
p. 137).  

 Small wins recorded on the lesson or unit logs. These wins should be recognized and celebrated at faculty 
meetings (more on this in a moment).  

Such data—collected during, not at the end of, the school year—would become the new basis for central office discussions 
and problem solving and, by extension, the basis for the central office to evaluate its own performance. Such seamless 
attention to these matters at every level would influence the achievement of all schools within the district. 

In sum, leadership evaluation should stop doing or abandon anything that doesn't have a manifest impact on the quality 
of what we teach or how well we teach. It should focus on finding the fastest, most productive ways to monitor and 
document evidence that leaders and teachers are truly focused on that small, fundamental set of actions with the highest 
impact on instructional quality. Such a focus on less, not more—combined with “simplicity and diligence”—is the key to 
improvement (Collins, 2001a) and is the antidote to sentimental notions of leadership that continue to hold us back. 

The Tough Work of Instructional Improvement 

Too much of the educational leadership literature is long on “harmony,” “consensus,” and sentimental, feel-good 
processes that float high above the hard, fundamental necessities of school leadership. Most especially, leaders need 
practical ways to monitor—and require—effective instruction and high-quality curriculum. 

At its best, leadership is both “top-down” and “bottom-up”; it is “shared” (Lambert, 1998); it is “distributive” (Elmore, 
2000). Even so, as Evans writes, “major change almost never wells up from the bottom. It begins near the top” (1996, p. 
244). And because it confronts the most destructive elements of the status quo, it won't always or initially be popular. If 
we're serious about better schools, we must be “as bottom-up as possible; as top-down as necessary” (p. 245). 

As we confront the status quo, we must enlist all professionals to this cause by sharing the strong, incontrovertible case 
for coherent curriculum and effective instruction, for team-based professional learning communities, and—very 
importantly—for the sensible, long-overdue leadership structures advocated here. As we make this case, leaders need to 
make room for reasonable objections and suggestions; we must arrange for teachers to experience and share small 
successes “early” and “often” (Hamel, as cited in Fullan, 2001, p. 33). If we work hard at these efforts, record numbers of 
average administrators will succeed, and we will win over unprecedented numbers of educators. 

Nonetheless, not everyone will come along or come along immediately. I continue to work with schools where patent 
malpractice is blithely tolerated. Schools, like any effective organization, will need to be tougher, clearer, and 
uncompromising when essential, reasonable expectations aren't met. We must be willing, as Evans writes, to “raise 
appropriate guilt and anxiety” when the occasion demands (1996, p. 244). DuFour cites Daniel Goleman, well-known for 
his work on emotional intelligence, to make the point that sometimes dialogue, persuasion, and consensus aren't enough. 
Sometimes, it “simply comes down to using the power of one's position to get people to act” (DuFour, 2005). 

Observers like Frederick Hess don't think that the tired culture of public schools is capable of such changes or decisive 
action (2004). Is this a fair criticism? Serious introspection is in order when, after two decades of reform, Judith Little and 
her colleagues lament that our culture of “non-interference, privacy, and harmony” continues to prevent teachers or 
leaders from getting around to “the tough work of instructional improvement.” After two decades of reform, restructuring, 
and staff development, teacher talk rarely has an impact on instruction because teachers are still “rarely invited to look at 
evidence of student learning” (Little et al., 2003, p. 187). Surely we should know, by now, that this environment makes 
instructional improvement impossible. 
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Are most of our average teachers and leaders inclined to take on the tough work that will improve our schools and usher 
in our era of unprecedented effectiveness? I honestly don't know. If we think Hess and others are wrong, then it is time to 
prove it. 

This undertaking won't be easy, but any school or district leader who is serious about improvement will be greatly helped 
by frequently employing an especially powerful, if rarely used, set of tools in the school leader's arsenal: reward, 
recognition, and celebration. 

Reward, Recognition, and Celebration: No Longer an Option 

In establishing a results-oriented culture, DuFour did one more thing with passion and strict regularity: he made occasions 
to reward, recognize, and celebrate accomplishments at every single faculty meeting and more formally at the end of each 
semester. He gave roses, plaques, or other items to teachers and teams for concrete, measurable achievements. This 
strategy turned out to be a powerful tool in promoting hard, smart work at Stevenson. 

The case for recognition and celebration demands our attention, having emerged as one of the indispensable elements of 
effective leadership. Little includes it among the essential ingredients needed to foster and sustain productive 
collaboration (1987, p. 514). Tom Peters writes that high performance demands “unprecedented” levels of celebration 
and recognition. Great results require “obsessively” and “frequently” praising employees and sending thank-you notes, 
and creating multiple “public forums for recognition” each month (1987, pp. 305–313). He regards these occasions as the 
leader's most effective “teaching opportunities” and the “single most important opportunity to parade and reinforce the 
specific kinds of new behavior one hopes others will emulate” (pp. 308–309). 

However, we mustn't be “promiscuous” with praise. Leaders should recognize only specific, legitimate accomplishments 
that move the school toward its goals. “Celebrate,” cautions Peters, “only what you want to see more of” (p. 311). 

Countless others agree. Reward, recognition, and celebration are at or near the top of every study of those factors that 
promote smart, enthusiastic work. Bob Nelson's studies found recognition and celebration to be the number one factor in 
promoting high performance (1994, p. xv). More recently, the Gallup database revealed that praise and recognition were 
among the top four factors essential to success; in the best organizations, the average employee received specific 
recognition or praise at least once a week (Buckingham & Coffman, 1999, pp. 28–29). This may be the single most powerful 
strategy for educational leaders who ask “How can we get buy-in and overcome resistance?” Educational researchers Blasé 
and Kirby found that praise and recognition for specific accomplishments was the most effective way to promote positive 
morale and productive behavior (1992). 

As Robert Evan writes,  

The single-best, low-cost, high-leverage way to improve performance, morale and the climate for change is to 

dramatically increase the levels of meaningful recognition for—and among—educators. (1996, p. 254) 

Do all these studies have our attention yet? Research and common sense point hard to the supreme importance of 
continuously recognizing and celebrating specific, short-term accomplishments that bring us closer to our goals. 

Barriers to Praise 

And yet there are serious cultural barriers here. In 1975, Dan Lortie described the “modesty of occasions” we provided for 
teachers to feel proud of their work. He found that education avoided recognition and praise—perhaps more than any 
other profession (p. 133). More recently, Evans found that recognition and celebration in schools “varies between meager 
and pitiful” and that we “shower recognition on pupils but deny it to adults” (1996, pp. 255–256). 

We have to get past this barrier, which is a function of the egalitarian ethos that resists any practice that reveals or 
acknowledges the substantial differences between practices and practitioners. This resistance hurts both teachers and 
their students. As Evans points out, recognition and celebration are critical when we are asking for improvement: “When 
demand rises, support must rise proportionately” (p. 255). 

Again, we mustn't be promiscuous with praise (Peters, 1987), but we should be aggressively liberal with it. We must spread 
it around as much as possible to counteract the initial resistance that teachers feel toward seeing their peers praised or 
recognized. Keep in mind that school people haven't yet learned to accept praise or to see its value for themselves or the 
organization. From the start, people should see that the focus is on celebrating and enjoying all the good things that 
happen in their midst, so that these can inspire further effective actions. The key is to be on the lookout for any legitimate 
effort or accomplishment that supports better teaching and learning:  

 a willingness to work effectively in teams  

 developing team norms and protocols (very important)  

 a single effective, team meeting focused on instruction  
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 measurable success—or instructive failure—on an assessment of a single lesson or unit  

We can even have colleagues nominate each other for legitimate efforts and accomplishments. Make no mistake, these 
practices are the bricks and mortar of real, life-changing school improvement. They will break down resistance and have a 
powerful effect on buy-in and morale. 

Evans has advice for those afraid to take the plunge: just do it (1996). It is that important. In my experience, people 
quickly—almost immediately—come to greatly appreciate recognition and celebration. In two different districts where I 
worked, there was initial resistance to recognition and celebration—until we did it. People's responses were uniformly 
positive, and among my favorite memories as an administrator. I wrote a lot of thank-you notes and found, to my surprise, 
that most people appreciated any simple, tangible gift like those that Peters encourages. Even a free lunch at the school 
cafeteria (we had excellent faculty cafeterias) was welcome. 

In one case, a free ticket to the movies—for volunteering to be a United Way site coordinator—contributed to our doubling 
payroll contributions that year. In another case, a department chair took the rather bold step of arranging for me to make 
a presentation to enlist English teachers for a team-based writing improvement pilot project. My presentation was well-
received, but only one teacher signed on. I sent the department head a thank-you note immediately—and a $5 gift 
certificate to a local bookstore for championing the project. When she received it, she called and told me, with some 
emotion, that in 30 years of teaching, no one had done anything like this (be ready to hear this from lots of people). “By 
the way,” she added, “I enlisted six more people for the pilot project.” The project went well, and it got good word-of-
mouth, which led, in turn, to every other academic department developing common curriculum and assessments. 

That is how we build momentum—by recognizing and celebrating each small win that brings us closer to providing 
consistent, quality curriculum, increasingly well-taught. 

We can be confident that these few simple strategies will allow committed leaders to succeed at almost any individual 
school or district. But alas, only a very small proportion of schools and districts enjoy such success. Fear, overload, 
confusion—and inertia—still work mightily to prevent whole districts and states from making that first, tough turn of the 
“flywheel,” to use Collins's now-famous metaphor. The first turn is the hardest. Large-scale improvement, truly within our 
reach, will require a new culture with new expectations—and an encounter with the brutal facts at the district and state 
levels. Success and clarity here may be our best hope for success at the national—and perhaps international—level. 

Back to Page 1 
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How Do Principals Really Improve Schools? 

Rick DuFour and Mike Mattos 

Instead of micromanaging teachers, principals should lead efforts to collectively monitor student achievement 

through professional learning communities. 

Principals are in a paradoxical position. No Child Left Behind admonished educators to use "scientific, research-
based strategies" to ensure that all students learn. Likewise, Race to the Top requires educators to use 
"research-based" school improvement models. Unfortunately, the core strategies of both of these reform 
initiatives largely ignore this call for practices grounded in research. Principals are being asked to improve 
student learning by implementing mandated reforms that have consistently proven ineffective in raising 
student achievement. 

The current emphasis on using more intensive supervision and evaluation of teachers to improve school 
performance illustrates this irony. According to Race to the Top guidelines, this more rigorous supervision 
process should influence a teacher's professional development, compensation, promotion, retention, tenure, 
and certification. Ultimately, the evaluations should reward highly effective educators with merit pay and 
remove those deemed ineffective. 

Faulty Logic 

At first glance, this approach to improving schools seems to make sense. After all, research does say that teacher quality is 
one of the most significant factors in student learning. Further, there's almost universal agreement that the current system 
of teacher evaluation in the United States is ineffective. Three of four teachers report that their evaluation process has 
virtually no impact on their classroom practice (Duffett, Farkas, Rotherham, & Silva, 2008). Like the children of Lake 
Wobegon, almost all teachers are deemed to be above average, if not superior. Tenured teachers are almost never found 
to be unsatisfactory. As a comprehensive study (Weisberg, Sexton, Mulhern, & Keeling, 2009) of the current system 
concluded, "Teacher evaluation does not recognize good teaching, leaves poor teaching unaddressed, and does not inform 
decision-making in any meaningful way" (p. 1). 

So why not make tougher evaluation of teachers a cornerstone of school improvement? Why not require principals to 
spend more time in classrooms supervising and evaluating teachers into better performance? 

The premise that more frequent and intensive evaluation of teachers by their principals will lead to higher levels of student 
learning is only valid if two conditions exist. The first is that educators know how to improve student learning but have not 
been sufficiently motivated to do so. The second is that principals have the time and expertise to improve each teacher's 
professional practice by observing that teacher in the classroom. Neither of these conditions exists. 

Do Carrots and Sticks Motivate Teachers? 

We can find no research to support the assumption that educators choose to use mediocre 
instructional strategies and withhold effective practices until they receive increased 
financial incentives. As former principals with almost six decades of experience working with 
teachers, we found that the members of our faculty, almost without exception, started each 
day with honorable intentions, worked tirelessly on behalf of their students, and used the 
best strategies they possessed to promote student success. Further, there's little evidence 
to support the idea that offering stronger rewards when educators move in the right 
direction and applying more dire consequences when they don't—dangling crunchier 
carrots and wielding sharper sticks—spurs teachers to better performance. 

Back to Page 1 
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Research has consistently established that merit pay does not improve student outcomes or 
change teacher behavior in a positive way, that it may actually contribute to declines in 
student learning, and that it's typically abandoned within a few years of implementation 
(Fryer, 2011; Pfeffer & Sutton, 2006; Springer et al., 2011). A research-based program for 
improving schools would not be tied to merit pay. 

As for wielding sharper sticks, in his book Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates 
Us, Daniel Pink (2011) presents compelling evidence that this approach has a decidedly 
negative effect on the performance of knowledge workers like educators. This is not new 
information. In 1986, W. Edwards Deming argued that leaders must "drive out fear" from 
their organizations because appeals to fear resulted in short-term thinking, fostered 
competition rather than collaboration, and served as a barrier to continual improvement. A 
research-based program for improving schools would not be tied to sanctions and 
punishments intended to generate fear. 

The National Center for Education and the Economy (Tucker, 2011) couldn't find any 
evidence that the carrots-and-sticks strategy leads to improved student achievement in the 
United States or that any of the world's high-performing school systems use such strategies. 
The American Educational Research Association declared that "neither research evidence 
related to growth models nor best practice related to assessment supports the proposed 
requirement that assessment of teachers and principals be based centrally on student 
achievement" (Viadero, 2009). A research-based approach to school reform would not 
define improvement solely as higher scores on an annual standardized achievement test. 

Do Principal Observations Improve Teaching Practices? 

But even if we set the research aside, questions remain: Do principals have the time and 
expertise to enhance student learning through classroom observations? Is this the best way 
to improve a school? 

To answer these questions, consider Tennessee, one of the first states to receive a Race to 
the Top grant. The Tennessee model calls for 50 percent of a teacher's evaluation to be 
based on principal observations, 35 percent on student growth, and 15 percent on student 
achievement data. Principals or evaluators must observe new teachers six times each year 
and licensed teachers four times each year, considering one or more of four areas—
instruction, professionalism, classroom environment, and planning. These four areas are 
further divided into 116 subcategories. Observations are to be preceded by a pre-
conference, in which the principal and the teacher discuss the lesson, and followed by a 
post-conference, in which the principal shares his or her impressions of the teacher's 
performance. Principals must then input data on the observation using the state rubric for 
assessing teachers. Principals report that the process requires four to six hours for each 
observation. 

No doubt these requirements are well intentioned, but we're convinced that advocates of 
this approach fail to recognize the crushing demands on the contemporary principal. A 
synthesis of research has identified 21 different responsibilities that principals must address 
in an environment where any or all of those responsibilities may suddenly be put on the 
back burner by crises over which the principal has little control (Marzano, Waters, & 
McNulty, 2005). 
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What We Learned As Principals 

But beyond the time demands, the premise behind the policy of having principals observe 
teachers and help them improve is fundamentally flawed. We were both award-winning 
principals who devoted massive amounts of time and energy to trying to improve teaching 
through our different systems' supervision and evaluation processes. We typically found 
that teachers were unpersuaded by our recommendations. After all, previous principals had 
found them satisfactory, if not exemplary. 

Further, as middle and high school principals, we often observed teachers in content areas 
in which we were clueless. As former social studies teachers, we were not prepared to help 
a Spanish teacher improve when we couldn't understand what he or she was saying. We 
were ill-equipped to enhance the pedagogy of an industrial arts teacher when we were 
mechanically inept. Because we frequently were unable to determine the appropriateness 
of either the content or the level of its rigor, we had to resort to generic observations about 
teaching and apply what we knew about effective questioning strategies, student 
engagement, classroom management, and so on. 

We don't mean to imply that the process was without benefits. As a new pair of eyes in the 
classroom, we were sometimes able to help a teacher become aware of unintended 
instructional or classroom management patterns. We could express appreciation for the 
wonderful work a teacher was doing because we had witnessed it firsthand. We observed 
powerful instructional strategies that we were able to share with other teachers. We 
increased our own knowledge about what constitutes effective teaching. 

So classroom observations can be meaningful and beneficial to some extent, but principals 
should not use them as their key strategy for improving their schools. Perhaps intensive 
supervision of teaching would be a viable strategy for improving student learning—if good 
teaching could be reduced to a single template, rubric, or checklist aligned to program 
fidelity. However, there's no such thing as a universally effective teaching strategy; the 
effectiveness of any given strategy can only be determined by evidence of its effect on 
student learning (DuFour & Marzano, 2011). The checklist approach to providing feedback 
to teachers doesn't enhance their pedagogical expertise. As Marzano (2009) notes, it's 
"antithetical to true reflective practice … [and] is profoundly anti-professional" (p. 37). 

The Case for the PLC Process 

If principals want to improve student achievement in their school, rather than focus on the 
individual inspection of teaching, they must focus on the collective analysis of evidence of 
student learning. 

Of course, teaching and learning are not divorced from each other. The key to improved 
student learning is to ensure more good teaching in more classrooms more of the time. The 
most powerful strategy for improving both teaching and learning, however, is not by 
micromanaging instruction but by creating the collaborative culture and collective 
responsibility of a professional learning community (PLC). 

Studies conducted by the Center on Organization and Restructuring of Schools (Newmann & 
Wehlage, 1995); the National Commission on Teaching and America's Future (Carroll, 
Fulton, & Doerr, 2010); the Annenberg Institute for School Reform (2005); the Wallace 
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Foundation (Louis, Leithwood, Wahlstrom, & Anderson, 2010); and the American 
Educational Research Association (Holland, 2005) provide just a small sampling of the 
research base that confirms the positive effect of the PLC process on both student and adult 
learning. As a review of the research on PLCs concluded, 

The collective results of these studies offer an unequivocal answer to the question about whether the 
literature supports the assumption that student learning increases when teachers participate in professional 
learning communities. The answer is a resounding and encouraging yes. (Vescio, Ross, & Adams, 2008, p. 87) 

This finding is not limited to the United States. In a study of high-performing school systems 
throughout the world, researchers concluded that successful systems structured their 
schools to function as PLCs to provide the teacher collaboration vital to powerful 
professional development (Barber & Mourshed, 2009). A report from the International 
Academy of Education (Timperley, 2008) concluded that the key to improving teaching was 
ensuring that educators "participate in a professional learning community that is focused on 
becoming responsive to students." 

Research shows that educators in schools that have embraced PLCs are more likely to 

 Take collective responsibility for student learning, help students achieve at higher levels, and express 
higher levels of professional satisfaction (Louis & Wahlstrom, 2011). 

 Share teaching practices, make results transparent, engage in critical conversations about improving 
instruction, and institutionalize continual improvement (Bryk, Sebring, Allensworth, Luppescu, & 
Easton, 2010). 

 Improve student achievement and their professional practice at the same time that they promote 
shared leadership (Louis et al., 2010). 

 Experience the most powerful and beneficial professional development (Little, 2006). 

 Remain in the profession (Johnson & Kardos, 2007). 

Research has also established that simply providing time for educators to meet will have no 
effect on student learning unless their meetings focus on the right work (Saunders, 
Goldenberg, & Gallimore, 2009). In traditional schools, the question of who will determine 
what constitutes the right work becomes a question of power: Will the principal or teacher 
teams have the authority to determine what will happen at team meetings? 

However, in a professional learning community, principals and teachers engage in collective 
inquiry to decide on the work that will most benefit their students. To help more students 
learn at higher levels, team members ask themselves, 

 What knowledge, skills, and dispositions should all students acquire as a result of the unit we're about 
to teach? 

 How much time will we devote to this unit? 

 How will we gather evidence of student learning throughout the unit in our classrooms and at its 
conclusion as a team? 

 How can we use this evidence of learning to improve our individual practice and our team's collective 
capacity to help students learn, to intervene for students unable to demonstrate proficiency, and to 
enrich the learning for students who have demonstrated proficiency? 

To foster school cultures in which PLCs flourish, principals need to focus on five key steps 
(see "Five Steps to Success on the PLC Journey"). They can start by forming teams in which 
members share responsibility to help all students learn essential content and skills, 
providing teams with time to collaborate, helping to clarify the work that teams need to do, 
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and ensuring that teams have access to the resources and support they need to accomplish 
their objectives. 

 

Five Steps to Success on the PLC Journey 

1. Embrace the premise that the fundamental purpose of the school is to ensure that all 
students learn at high levels and enlist the staff in examining every existing practice, 
program, and procedure to ensure it aligns with that purpose. 

2. Organize staff into meaningful collaborative teams that take collective responsibility for 
student learning and work interdependently to achieve shared goals for which members 
hold themselves mutually accountable. 

3. Call on teams to establish a guaranteed and viable curriculum for each unit that clarifies 
the essential learning for all students, agree on pacing guidelines, and develop and 
administer common formative assessments to monitor each student's learning at the end 
of each unit. 

4. Use the evidence of student learning to identify 

 Students who need additional time and support to become proficient. 

 Students who need enrichment and extension of their learning because they're already highly 
proficient. 

 Teachers who help students achieve at high levels so team members can examine those teachers' 
practices. 

 Teachers who struggle to help students become proficient so team members can assist in addressing 
the problem. 

 Skills or concepts that none of the teachers were able to help students achieve at the intended level 
so the team can expand its learning beyond its members to become more effective in teaching those 
skills or concepts. The team can seek help from members of other teams in the building with 
expertise in that area, specialists from the central office, other teachers of the same content in the 
district, or networks of teachers throughout the United States that they interact with online. 

5. Create a coordinated intervention plan that ensures that students who struggle receive 
additional time and support for learning in a way that is timely, directive, diagnostic, 
precise, and most important, systematic. 

 

For example, a team that attempts to create a unit assessment would benefit from an 
overview of the research on the power of common formative assessments to improve both 
teaching and learning, a brief article on keys to writing good assessments, access to released 
sets of assessment items for the skill they're teaching, and examples of the assessment 
frameworks used by their state or province to ensure they become familiar with the format 
and rigor of those assessments. For performance-based assessments, team members might 
need recommendations from content experts on the criteria they should use in assessing 
the quality of student work as well as time to practice applying those criteria until they're 
able to provide students with consistent feedback. 

But the most vital support a principal can give these collaborative teams is helping them use 
evidence of student learning to improve their teaching. When members of a team make the 
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results from their common assessments transparent, analyze those results collectively, and 
discuss which instructional strategies seem most effective based on actual evidence of 
student learning, they're using the most powerful catalysts for improving instruction 
(Elmore, 2004; Fullan, 2010; Hattie, 2009). This ongoing, collective analysis of learning is far 
more likely to improve teaching practice than a principal stopping by a classroom a few 
times each year to see whether the teacher is making the right moves. 

The PLC process also promotes shared leadership by empowering teams to make important 
decisions. Teachers have a voice in determining the content they'll teach, how they'll 
sequence the content, which instructional strategies they'll use, and how they'll assess 
student learning. At the same time, principals ask their teams to be accountable for results, 
and they publicly recognize and celebrate incremental progress. Principal acknowledgement 
and appreciation are vital to sustaining a continual improvement effort (Heath & Heath, 
2010). 

Finally, effective principals are willing to confront those who fail to honor the commitments 
to their team and their obligations to their students. These principals make it clear that an 
individual teacher cannot disregard the team-developed curriculum, dismiss the sequencing 
of content, refuse to administer the team's common assessments, or opt out of the 
collaborative team process in any way. They are willing to use their authority to break down 
the walls of educator isolation and create new norms of collaboration and collective 
responsibility for student learning (Bryk, Sebring, Allensworth, Luppescu, & Easton, 2010). 

A Culture of Collective Responsibility 

Both research and our own experience as principals have convinced us that this PLC process 
is more likely to improve instruction than classroom observations. An algebra teacher has a 
better chance of becoming more effective when he or she works with other algebra 
teachers weekly to improve student learning than when he or she is observed by a former 
social studies teacher four times a year. 

Further, the PLC process has two powerful levers for changing adult behavior: irrefutable 
evidence of better results and positive peer pressure (Elmore, 2004; Fullan, 2010; Hattie, 
2009). When team members see that students in a colleague's classroom consistently 
perform at higher levels on team-developed assessments, they become curious about the 
conditions and practices that led to those better results. Further, if a team is consistently 
unable to achieve its goals because the students in a team member's classroom are 
repeatedly unable to demonstrate proficiency, there's more pressure on the teacher in that 
classroom to try new practices. 

So what's a principal to do when confronted with state or district policies that mandate a 
more stringent approach to evaluation? Although principals may be stuck with punitive 
accountability policies, they don't have to be stuck with a punitive mind-set (DuFour & 
Fullan, 2013). A highly effective principal will look for ways to align the process to a culture 
of collective responsibility for learner-focused outcomes. 

For example, the principal can repurpose the individual teacher goal-setting process to focus 
on team goals. Rather than establishing goals for individual teachers that focus on teacher 
activities ("I will improve my ability to use differentiated instruction"), they help teams 
establish collective goals that focus on student learning ("Last year, 84 percent of our 
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students demonstrated proficiency on the state assessment. This year, we will help at least 
90 percent demonstrate proficiency"). These results-oriented goals help create the 
interdependence and mutual accountability vital to effective teams. 

Principal observations can provide feedback to team members who implement new 
strategies as part of their action research. For example, a team may decide that members 
need to focus on checking for student understanding more frequently and effectively to 
improve achievement in a unit that has traditionally proven difficult for the students. The 
principal could focus on that aspect of instruction during observations and work with 
teachers to expand their strategies in that area. Finally, many new evaluation tools have 
components related to teacher collaboration. An effective principal will use that aspect of 
evaluation as a catalyst to strengthen the team process. 

Asking the Right Question 

If current efforts to supervise teachers into better performance have proven ineffective (and 
they have), the solution is not to double down on a bad strategy and demand more 
classroom observations, tighter supervision, and more punitive evaluations. The effort to 
improve schools through tougher supervision and evaluation is doomed to fail because it 
asks the wrong question. The question isn't, How can I do a better job of monitoring 
teaching? but How can we collectively do a better job of monitoring student learning? 

Today's schools don't need "instructional leaders" who attempt to ensure that teachers use 
the right moves. Instead, schools need learning leaders who create a schoolwide focus on 
learning both for students and the adults who serve them. 
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